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Challenge/Problem/Construct/Preparation/Outcomes

Critical Challenges, Trends
and Inflection Points
Strategic Challenges
• Xi unmasks at 19th Party Congress, SCS, with OBOR.
• Putin unmasks in Crimea and Ukraine.
• Kim Jong Un unmasks - interested not in provocations but dangerous capability.
• Iran unmasks by doubling down in Levant after sanctions relieved.
Technological Trends
• National center of gravity of tech innovation shifts from USG to US commercial sector
(both investments and inspiration).
• Global tech innovation center of gravity shifts from US-centric to more global.
Inflection Point in the Character of War
• Technological component to war rapidly changing.
• Onset rate and global scope of violent conflict invalidate recent assumptions relative
to the American Way of War.
• Two great oceans no longer keep us safe.
National Security Policy Inflection Point and Trend
• Release of National Security Strategy and National Defense Strategy.
• Resourcing national defense trends to fiscally untenable in the out-years.
• Demand for industrial base strategy that defines new relationship with industry.
• Eisenhower School program realigns to produce graduates who master resourcing
national security strategy given challenges, trends and inflection points.
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Problem Statement
• We are in a great power competition with rivals who have organized themselves well
to that end. We have not.
• Our policies are many and they are disconnected. We need a coherent strategy to
organize ourselves to succeed in this competition.
• The development of such a strategy requires a new conversation between government
and “industry” and that conversation must be had at a very senior level.
• The National Defense Strategy (NDS) states that “Maintaining the Department’s
technological advantage will require changes to industry culture, investment sources,
and protection across the National Security Innovation Base.”

• NDU proposes a conference to bring together very senior leaders to initiate this
national conversation.
• This conference will be called “The Eisenhower Conference”.
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Conference Construct
• Early September, 2018
• Senior leaders from industry and government.
• Frame a national security strategy:
1. Secure the innovation base
2. Make more viable the industrial base
3. Scale both should deterrence fail
• Heavy focus on China.
• Conference attendees:
• Office of the Secretary of Defense, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs level
• CEO level
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Eisenhower Conference Preparation
The Eisenhower Conference Working Group

• The Eisenhower Conference will be preceded by a 1-2 star/SES/VP level, two-day
working group event that will take place at NDU 19-20 June.
• The working group will be comprised of approximately 130 participants from
government, industry, think tanks, and academia that will develop the content
and context of the September senior leader discussions.
Eisenhower School Industry Studies Assessments

• Incorporate any policy-based assessments coming out of first attempt at a crosscutting analytical framework from the 20 Industry Studies, Assessment Cell,
Mobilization Cell, and Organic Industrial Base Cell.
Presidential Executive Order (EO) Assessments
• Incorporate assessments from the EO’s that studied the American industrial
base and strategic materials risk postures.
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Outcomes
• Generate a national strategy to:

1. Secure our innovation base
2. Make viable our industrial base
3. Scale both should deterrence fail
• Redefine the government-industry relationship.
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Additional Perspective
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Reexamination of Industry Studies Program
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“Understand How Business People Think”
• Revision to our Industry Analytics
Course – Case Based Approach
• Understand Commercial and
Government Market Models
• Business Value Framework
• Cost of Capital
• ROI
• P&L’s
• Barriers to Entry
• Export Controls
• Cost of Compliance
• Amortized R&D Costs
• Innovation Lead Times
• Lead Time to Market
• Understand how US Government
makes it difficult for business

Understanding Government Policy
Levers In Great Power Competition
United
States?

Europe?

*Adapted from Robert D. Atkinson and Stephen J. Ezell, Innovation Economics, 2012.

SECURITY

Significant Intervention

China?
Russia?

PROSPERITY

Moderate Intervention

India?

SECURITY

PROSPERITY

SECURITY

PROSPERITY

Laissez-Faire

Canada?
Australia?

Central Planning

Indo-Pacific region defense expenditure
(Jane’s IHS, Dec. 2017 and IISS, Feb. 2018)
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Emerging regional clusters of manufacturing strength (Deloitte, 2016)
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